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ABOUT
DENNISON TRAILERS

TRAILER OVERVIEW
Dennison Trailers is one of the leading manufacturers of commercial vehicle
trailers, with a broad range of market leading, innovative and superbly
engineered trailers. Our customers include many of the leading haulage
companies and transport operators in both Ireland and the UK.

Dennison’s success over the past five decades is a result of a combination of
engineering excellence and a total commitment to customer service.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT TRAILER
SPECIFICATION OR THE DENNISON PRODUCTS RANGE PLEASE
GIVE US A CALL ON +
+

With 60 years and 65,000 trailers behind us, Dennison Trailers is
acknowledged as being one of the major players in commercial trailer
manufacture. Still family owned and run, our success is a result of a
combination of innovation, engineering excellence and a total commitment
to customer service.

At our modern factories in Naas in Ireland and Lancaster UK, we manufacture
skeletals, curtainsiders, tippers, platforms, machinery carriers– and a range of
specialist trailers, including the innovative sliding bogie.
Leading the way with innovative products, we are committed to continuous
research and development with the aim of always presenting superbly
engineered products that are both safety and quality compliant, topped with a
high-level aftercare service.
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FINANCE
Dennison Trailers can provide all of our customers with competitive and
flexible finance solutions through a reputable finance broker, making
trailer acquisition quick and hassle-free.
We specialise in building long term relationships that can play a key role
in your fleet expansion. Funding is available for a single trailer order with
flexible payment plans.
Should you wish to discuss your funding requirements, please contact
your area sales representative.
Their details can be found here: www.dennisontrailers.com/contact-us
Tel: 01524 381 808
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SLIDING SKELETAL

PLATFORM

The Dennison Sliding Bogie Skeletal Trailer is the market leader in its sector.
It is highly regarded for its durability and low unladen weight – just under
4,800 kg in standard all steel, with further weight-saving alloy options. It
accommodates all containers from 20’ to 45’, as well as 13.6m intermodal
swap bodies within legal length, swing clearance and wheelbase tolerances.

The Dennison Platform Trailer includes six pairs of sockets +
posts (including post trays at the rear), as well as a 1,500mm
flush rear headboard that is ENXL certified to 17 tonnes.
The inclusion of 29mm Keruing hardwood flooring with rope
hooks on every cross member comes as standard.

Galvanised pull out
crash bar assembly

Revolutionary pin &
roller design

ENXL certified fixed
flush head board

For use when
carrying 45′
or 13.6m
containers

Both can be
changed easily
without having
to split the
complete trailer
apart

Tested up to
17 tonnes

Stainless steel
wear pads
Minimises wear to
the chassis and
alleviates rusting

Rope hooks on every
cross member
For added safety when
roping and sheeting

Galvanised pull out
coupling assembly

29mm Keruing
hardwood flooring

Coupling assembly for
use when carrying 13.6m
or 45’ containers for
ease of attaching Susies

Withstands the
toughest conditions

Air operated
locking pins
Pins will not release
while parking brake
is applied
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Sockets and posts including
galvanised post trays
Stores posts
when not in use
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URBAN PLATFORM

STRAIGHT FRAME TROMBONE

The Dennison Urban Platform Trailer is compact in design to allow
greater manoeuvrability in compact spaces such as building yards and
construction sites. Having the ability to be steered in both forward and
reverse means maximum flexibility in proximity where needed.

The Dennison Straight Frame Extendable Trombone
Trailer comes complete with air operated locking pins
and a Keruing hardwood floor as standard. Its ENXL
certified head board is ENXL certified up to 17 tonnes.

ENXL certified fixed
flush head board
Tested up to
17 tonnes

Sockets and posts
including galvanised
post trays

500mm opening
intervals

ENXL certified fixed
flush head board

Trailer can be
opened depending
on the exact length
of the load

Tested up to
17 tonnes

Extends to 21.2m fully open (70ft)

Stores posts when
not in use

Can be used for either operating
within standard C & U regs, or on
special types for over length
indivisable loads

Wedge locks
Located to the rear of
the truck 5th wheel

29mm Keruing
hardwood flooring

Sockets and posts including
galvanised post trays

Withstands the
toughest conditions

Stores posts
when not in use

Air operated
locking pins
Positive rear
steering back axle

Pins will not release while
parking brake is applied

Steers in both forward
and reverse to increase
maximum manoeuvrability
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ISO TANK SKELETAL

CURTAIN SIDER

The Dennison Slope Frame ISO Tank Skeletal Trailer is ideal for
the transportation of ISO liquid/gas containers. The anti-slip
catwalk/Q grate provides additional safety, and the slope frame
design ensures that the load maintains a low centre of gravity.

The Dennison Curtainsider is constructed with a bolted main body for
our curtainsiders, which is stronger, stiffer and easier to repair in case of
accidental damage. Every curtainsider is built to exceptional high standards.
There is a full range of options available.
Galvanised rear door
pillars and 34mm
diameter locking gear

Drip tray

Prevents rust running
down the pillars
and curtains

Catches any spillages from the
ISO tank
Front and rear
curtain ratchet
tensioners

Galvanised rear
corner protectors

Can open curtains
from the rear or
the front

Protects rear of
trailer from damage
when backing on to
loading bay

AntiRack fitted to
locking gear

Optional 4 or 8
lock version
Version depends on
the ISO tank size /
configuration

Pull out ladder and
grab handle

Pockets in front bulkhead for
storing load resistant straps

For driver/operator safety

To store when not in use

Catwalk/ Q grate
Safe anti-slip surface for the
driver when accessing the
rear of the trailer

Slope frame design
Keeps the centre of
gravity of the load low for
transportation of liquids
Raised coupling bracket
For operator ease
when coupling airline
and electric Susies

Galvanised
front pillars
ADR regs optional
For transportation of
hazardous or dangerous liquids
(To FL, EX11, EX111 and AT)
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Prevents
corrosion
- Both pillared and pillar-less options available
- ENXL certified is optional.
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ENXL CERTIFIED
CURTAIN SIDER
The Dennison Pillarless curtainsider is certified to
the requirements of EN12642-XL. It is constructed
with a bolted main body, which is stronger, more
robust and easier to repair in case of accidental
damage. Every curtainsider is built to exceptionally
high standards.
A full range of options is available.
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SLIDING HOOD COIL CARRIER

MULTI-FUNCTION

The Dennison Sliding Hood Coil Carrier Platform Trailer
comes fully equipped with a GRP wind deflector and interior
anti-condensation sheet as standard.

Pull out ladder
For increased operator safety when
getting on/off the platform

The Dennison Multi-Function Skeletal Trailer is designed for ultimate flexibility.
It is built to carry two 20′ containers and can be split into two trailers. The
driver can disconnect the rear section at one drop and move onto the next –
saving time and money. This model is also designed to carry single heavy 20′,
30′, 40′ and 45′ containers.

GRP wind deflector

Trailer designed to split to
discharge 2x20’ containers

Designed for increased
aerodynamics

At the same time both containers
can be loaded/unloaded

Anti-condensation sheet
Positioned along the inside of the
cover to prevent condensation when
carrying steel, aluminium, etc.

Rear stabilising legs
For loading containers
with forklift
Air operated
locking pins

12 locks
To carry 2x20’,
1x20’,1x30’, 1x40’ or
1x45’ containers

Easy to uncouple
the front section
from the rear

Roller bearing sliding
carriages
Can be rolled forwards
or backwards by a
single operator
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Front swap
body legs
Locking bars
The sliding hood can be released
from the front and slid to the
rear (or vice versa) depending on
loading conditions
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To stabilise front
section when
uncoupling
when loaded
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STILL VERY MUCH
A FAMILY AFFAIR
Crick Trailer Sales was founded in 2016. With the Dennison Trailers
team behind the project, offering their 5 decades of experience in trailer
manufacturing and sales, they were perfect partner to help us fill a gap in the
UK specialist trailer market. We have selected a range of Dennison Trailers
which includes machinery carriers and tipping trailers.

As a family owned and run leading manufacturer in both the UK and Ireland,
Dennison Trailers dominates the container transport sector. We are also
experiencing significant growth in other markets including construction,
timber, steel and oil industries.
FAST PARTS - LANCASTER
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CRICK TRAILER SALES
TRAILER RANGE
FIXED TRACTOR CARRIER

EXTENDABLE TRACTOR CARRIER

The Dennison Fixed Tractor Carrier carries agricultural
equipment or tractor units and will take a payload of up to 30
tonnes. It is designed with a highly accessible neck to make
loading quick and easy.

The Dennison Extendable Tractor Carrier has an
easy neck to allow easy loading/unloading, and
can extend up to 15.9m.

Hardwood
Keruing Flooring
Wheel Wells
at Front of Neck
Chain and Tool
Storage in Neck

Keruing Hardwood
Flooring

Extends
13.6m-15.9m

2 Piece Neck
Ramps

Pull Up Deck
Lashing Rings

Steel
chequer plate
Covering the
running gear
Steel chequer
plate
Covering the
running gear

Pull out
Steel Ramps
Galvanised
including
storage

Chain
and Tool
Storage in
Beavertail

Sliding platform to
make up gap when
extended
Optional: Hydraulic lift up ramp on the neck.
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CRICK TRAILER SALES
TRAILER RANGE
STRAIGHT FRAME TIPPER

SLIDING BOGIE TIPPER

Dennison Trailers straight frame tippers are ideal for transportation of
aggregate products, available both in Hardox steel and Aluminium half pipe
design for ease of tipping the product.

The Dennison Sliding Bogie Tipper is a truly innovative tipper that offers
remarkable benefits to operators of eight wheel rigids. Dennison sliding
bogie tippers save time and money by reducing the number of trips needed
to deliver materials to sites – even those with restricted access. Carries up to
10 tonne more payload over an 8 wheeler.

On board weigher, electric sheets, alloy wheels all comes as standard.

Air operated
locking pins
Can be operated
through a switch in the
tractor unit to prevent
the driver from having
to get in and out of the
cab to operate the valve
for the locking pins

Meets IRTE Cat A Tipper Stability
Exceeds the standard of 7 degrees
fully tipped (8.5 Degrees) when
tested at Chobham Airport

Shurco cover
Driver can operate
from cab

Auto hinged
rear tailgate

Dennison unique
Sliding Bogie

Tailgate opens
automatically when the
body tips, so that the
driver doesn’t have to
unlock the locking bar
from the back of the trailer
- making operation safer

Bogie fully
open for use
up to 44
tonne GVW

Tipping ram
safety valve
Body can’t tip when
the Bogie is fully
extended, preventing
the tipping of
product into the
running gear

Pins and rollers
Auto hinged rear
tailgate
Tailgate releases when
the body tips
automatically

Minimum wheel base
suitable for 40 tonne
operation
Meets the legal wheelbase for 44 tonne GVW
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For ease of
sliding the Bogie
fully laden - can
also be replaced
without having
to split the
chassis
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October 1964
George and
Jim commence
business at
Dennison
Brothers.

1973

McCarthy
Commercials
is formed in
Watergrasshill,
Co. Cork.

December 1969

A new 10,800 sq. ft.
factory is built.

November 1967

1971

A new 6,000
sq. ft. factory
is built in
Fishery Lane,
Naas.

June 1965

The Antrim Line
site is purchased.

Work starts on
production of
the first trailer.

November
1969

A new 10,000
sq. ft. factory
is built in
Lancaster.

1982

An 8,000 sq.
ft. factory is
built on a newly
acquired site in
Naas.

1976

The first tandem
trailer is built.

November
1964

1989

2001

Lancaster extension
is completed and new
offices built. ‘Trailer of
the Year Award’ is won at
the Commercial Transport
Show in Birmingham.

The 1,000th
trailer is built.

1977

The first
Dennison Truck
is produced.

August 1970

Dennison Trailers
is formed and
Volvo Agency for
Northern Ireland is
obtained.

September 1966

Dennison Trailers Ltd
is formed.

DENNISONTRAILERS.COM

December 1975
The 6,500th trailer
is built.
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New production
office and staff
facilities built
in Naas.

Invested
heavily in new,
revolutionary
technology for
laser cutting
machinery and
automated
welding
equipment.

Modern
12m x 60m
factory built
on Nelson
way to assist
production.

2014

50th Anniversary
Celebrations.

2005

2018

New site
acquired on
Fishery Lane,
Naas.

1991

The factory in
Lancaster is ‘moth
balled’ and innovative
‘sliding skeletal trailer’
introduced. Dennison
Tanker Leasing
commences business.

2021

2022

A new office block
is built in Naas.

1988

The Caton
Road site is
purchased in
Lancaster.

Steel company
Mettec,
acquired
by the group.
Sister company
Crick Trailer
Sales is set up
in the UK.

2007

2002

The unique
sliding tipper
is developed.
A tipping
trailer wins
‘Trailer of the
Year Award’.

Extension of
new factory
on Nelson
Way in
Lancaster.

2017

A new 16,000
sq. ft. factory is
built on the old
Accordis site,
July 2008
beside Caton
The company
Road factory.
achieves ISO
9001:2000
2004
Accreditation.
A 10.5 acre site is
A total of 37,500
purchased beside
trailers have now
the Caton Road
been built.
factory.

1972

2019

The company wins a
major ‘Exporting to
Germany’ Award.

2006

Truck production
premises
purchased in
Blackchurch,
Rathcoole, Co,
Dublin.

Irish
Commercials
is formed
Watergrasshill,
Co. Cork.

December
2012

October 2012

Type Approval for
trailers introduced
in Ireland and the UK.
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Moved aftermarket
and R&D teams to
new site on Fishery
Lane, Naas.
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FAST PARTS IS DEDICATED TO
KEEPING YOUR TRAILER ON THE ROAD
AND IN FIRST CLASS CONDITION.
Speed of response and availability of stock
are critical to operators.
That is why Dennison Fast Parts offer a single source of high quality, approved
parts by reputable manufacturers for all makes of trailer - fast! Whether for a fleet
or a single trailer, Dennison Fast Parts are available throughout Ireland and the
UK via our highly responsive Fast Parts operation, designed to get parts to you
whenever and wherever you want them.

The Dennison Fast Parts Service at a glance:
• High quality parts from top name manufacturers
• Branches in Naas and Lancaster
• Parts for all makes of trailer
• Trailers of any age
• Wide range of workshop consumables

KEEPING
YOU ON THE

ROAD!

• Competitive prices
•	Fast, professional service backed by years
of industry experience and knowledge
• Rapid response

FOR ALL YOUR
TRAILER NEEDS,
WE’RE RIGHT
BEHIND YOU
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FOR ALL
YOUR
TRAILER
NEEDS WE’RE
RIGHT
BEHIND YOU.
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